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WHY SHOULD WE PROTECT

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS?

WHEN we come to weigh the rights of the several sorts
of property which can be held by individuals, and in this
judgment take into consideration only the absolute question
of justice, leaving out the limitations of expedience and
prejudice, it will be clearly seen that intellectual property is,
after all, the only absolute possession in the world...

The person who brings out of the nothingness some child
of their thought has rights therein which cannot belong to any
other sort of property...

An inventor or author of a book or other contrivance of
thought holds their property, as a god holds it, by right of
creation...

Whatever tends to lower the protection given to
intellectual property is so much taken from the forces which
have been active in securing the advances of society during
the last centuries.

Professor Nathaniel Shaler
Harvard University
c. 1936
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Tue Q..EVf'..1AND cu.~c.

Genesis ofNPO TT

+Prior to 1968: Section 8.2(b) Petition for Greater
.Rights (case-by-case basis).

+ 1968-1980: Institutional Patent Agreement
(IPAs) negotiated byUniv. ofCA, WARF,
Battelle Institute, Iowa State, and Research Corp.

+ 1981 to present: University and Small Business
.Patent Procedure Act (p.L. 96-517) -the "Bayh:
Dole Act of 1980".

JulyIS,2002

NPO TT Metrics for FY2000
+4,362 New Licenses (up 11 % from
FY1999).

+$1.26 billion Million in AGl from
Royalties and Options (up 68% from
FY1999).

+454 New Companies Fanned.

+3,376 New Companies Fonned Since
1980 (2,309 still alive at 184 NPOs).

+Total Economic Impact - $40+
Billion.

+13,032 Invention
Disclosures Reported (up 6%
from FY1999).

+6,375 New US Patent
Applications Filed (up 15%
from FY1999).

+3,764 US Patents Issued (up
3% from FYI99~).

+Total US Patents Issued
Since FY1993 - 20,699.

J~1y IS.:IOO2
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NPOs are All Different

+ Politics are very much alive and well!

+Faculty versus Administration controlled.

+ ITO separate legal entity versus internal.

+ TTO resources vary tremendously.

+ ITO control over faculty varies from a lot
to practically none.

Most Important TT Issues

+Maintenance of"Academic Freedom," also
mown as the ''Freedom-to-Publish.''

+Proper attribution.

+Equitable recognition ofNPO's role in the
development of a technology.

+Equitable sharing ofrevenue generated by
commercial exploitation oftechnqlogy.

THE CU.'Vru..AND CUM': II

Licensee Due Diligence (1)

+Hasthe NPO filed patent applications
in all ofthe relevant markets for the
tecImology?

-domestic vs. foreign rights

-,filing costs are an issue at manY
NPOs
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'fin; C1.EvIil.M"D Cl.rollC II

Licensee Due Diligence (2)

+Have the NPO inventor(s)' published
their ideas prior to the filmg of
appropriate patent applications?

-Ifyes, how long ago?

Licensee Due Diligence (3)

+Hils a validity analysis been conducted
to.determine whether the patents that
have been applied for by the NPO are

--likely to issue?

___ :-pre-filing by NPO

-pre-agreement by Licensee
I

THE CUWElJ\l"IU CUNIC II

Licensee Due Diligence (4)

• Is the technology properly the subject of
patent protection, or are there other fonus of
IP protection that would be more
appropriate?

-trade secret, copyright, PVPA, or plant
patent.
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Licensee Due Diligence (5)

+Have all of the inventor(s) and
institution(s) involved assigned all oftheir
respective rights to the technology?

-joint inventorship issues

-Inter-Institutional Agreements (lIAs)

-deal only with the lead Institution

'"

Licensee Due Diligence (6)

+Does the practice of the technology require
access to materials or information not
covered by the license?

-biological materials

-software

-know-how and/or show-how

Jul)'15,200l "

THE! CUWlil.l\ND CU'llC II

Licensee Due Diligence (7)

+Will the licensee exploit the technology in
combination with other technologies, and
how will that affect the distribution of
royalties (i.e., royalty "stacking")?

-ask for ability to sue infringers
-reduction in royalties ifpatent does not
issue

July 15,2002 "
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Licensee Due Diligence (8)
• Besides a consulting arrangement or NPO-based
royalty-sharing policies, are there other financial
incentives a licensee can offer an inventor? .

-equity stake
-stock options
-be aware of ~onflict-of-interest("COL") issues!
-fixedor annual fees are a better choice for
compensation than variable payments

!tl1yIS.:rocn. "

Licensee Due Diligence (9)

+Have the IP policies, SR guidelines, COl
policies, etc., of the NPO been obtained and
reviewed by licensee's counsel?

"'-:::request copies from the NPO

." .::Jlse the Internet!

luly 15,200z "

Licensee Due Diligence (10)

• Do you know the proper party with which you
should be negotiating an agreement, Le., are you
dealing with a person or entity that can legally
bind the NPO to a contractual arrangement?

-ask if a person has signatory authority (SA)

--<lssume that the faculty member does not have
SA!

July 15.2002
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'n,1I.1: CU!.veu.ND CUNIC II

Types ofAvailable IP

+ Patentable subject matter.

+Copyrightable subject matter (usually
software).

+Know-how (knowledge) and show-how
(techniques).

+"Tangible Research Property" - unpatented
biological materials.

lnlyIS.:r002 "

TIlE CI.£V£LAI'''''J) CUNIC II

Most Common NPO TT Agreements

+Sponsored Research Agreements.

+Clinical Trial Agreements.

+Material Transfer Agreements.

+Fee-for-Service Agreements.

+Consuiting Agreements.

. +Confidentiality Agreements.

SnlylS,;!OO;! Ad_=IUlo"'ID& In!ilil"," "

Sponsored Research Agreements

+ Nature of the Agreement - "basic" or
"directed".

+Treatment ofIP developed during research
usually the basis for most of the negotiation
between the parties.

+Confidentiality issues and post-termination
cost issues run a close second.

"
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Clinical Trial Agreements
+The "phase" of the trial usually determiues
the likelihood ofwhether or uot new IP is
likely to be developed.

+More akin to a fee-for-service arrangement
than true sponsored research.
+Data ownership/publication rights and
patient confidentiality issues are of
paramount concem

July IS,20ln "

Materials Transfer Agreements

+Academic licensee versus industry licensee.... ..

+Use of the UBMTA encouraged for
.... "-academic requesters.

+"Reach-tbrough" IP clauses are the most
.... 'contentious issue with industry.

July IS,= M"'-Llo-mslnsl~"",

THE CU!V1'J.AND eu-ac:H

Fee-for-Service Agreements

+Production oftest data for sponsor.

+Usually, NPO does not request IP rights.

+Publication rights are requested.

Myl!,1000
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Consulting Agreements
...

+Nearlyall consulting arrangements have a
requirement to assign all IP created pursuant
to the consultancy to the sponsor.

+ Requirement to assign IP may conflict with
consultant's duties to their NPO.

"

Non-Disclosure Agreements

+Academic party versus industry party.

+ "Cracker Jack" phenomenon biggest
problem.

+Length ofterm and duties attendant to
identify what is to be deemed confidential
are usually the key issues.

1"ly IS,2002

Inventorship at an NPO

+"An author does-not necessarily"an inventor make!"

Mark Bloom

July 1',2002

.

"
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TI-IE CUNW.AND CU"'IlC &I

Public Disclosures at an NPO

+ A premature "public disclosure" can have a
materially adverse effect on one's ability to
obtain patent protection for an invention,
especially outside of the U.S.

+"Premature" means mzy time before a patent
application is filed.

"'1)' 15.200z "

Industry Views on IP

+We "own" whatever we "pay" for .

+We won't pay "twice" for anything .

+We'll-"take" everything that you "give" us ... ·

+ We'll pr~~ablyaskfor "everything"...

loly 15.2002

nlll; CLEVS..-\ND C1J:',1C II

NPO Views on IP

+You might "own" what you "pay" for...

+You're not really paying twice for
anything...

+ You'll "get" only what we decide you
equitably deserve to "get"...

My 15.2002
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nl1i Q ..EVEL\!'....O CU."'l1C II

IP Due Diligence (1)

+Ifpossible, research agreements should be
reviewed on a case-by-case basis, with IP
disposition being guided by the research to
be performedper se.

+Master or template research agreements
might be useful, but they are usually not
overly so (and may even be damaging).

luly 15,2001 "

IP Due Diligence (2)

+How vigorously you contend a sponsor's IP
clause should, in no small part, depend upon the
nature of the research work that is to be performed.

+Likelihood of valuable IP being developed is
high -negotiate very vigorously.

+Likelihood of valuable IP being developed is low
- negotiate much less vigorously or not at all.

July 1~,2OO1 "

IP Rules ofThumb (1)

+Basic research provides more IP opportunities
than clinical research.

I
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IP Rules ofThumb (2)

+Early-stage clinical trial research provides
more IF opportunities than later-stage
clinical trial research.

+ The same could be said about "clinical"
research in general.

July 15,1002 "

IP Rules ofThumb (3)

+Since ';new uses" for "old" drugs can be
.very valuable, consider the likelihood oftheit
creation in a clinical trial and, ifappropriate,
do not gIve up rights to them in the clinical
trial.agreement.

July 1$,2002 "

IP Rules ofThumb (4)

+"Fee-for-service" projects provide fewer or
no IF opportunities as compared to basic
research or clinical research.
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IP Rules ofThumb (5)

+Compromise positions on the ownership,
protection, and commercialization ofIP rights
and the responsibilities attendant thereto are
always available.

July IS.20ln ,.

Important IP Guide Post (I)

+ Ifyou are producing the research
agreement at issue, you will, of course, have
more control over the IP terms.

.

+ Volunteer to draft the research agreement if
the option to do so is available.

AdwntcdI.i<:<llJioglnllilltl. "

nm CU.'VELAND CU'aC R

Important IP Guide Post (2)

+ Is the allocation ofIP ownership in accordance
with U.S. Patent Law?

loly15,20ll:! "

(
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Patent Ownership Position

+u.s. Patent Law basically says that "ifyou
i1J.vent it, you oWn it, if the sponsor i1J.vents it,
the sponsor owns it, and ifyou and the
sponsor invent it (joint inventorship), then
you and the sponsor own it."

July IS. 2002

Important IP Guide Post (3)

+Does the IP clause grant the sponsor a
license or··aiJ. option or a right of first refusal
to licellS".!'~w inventions?

July 1',2002 "

IP License Option Recommendations

+An outright license grant is not appropriate
in a basic research agreement.

+You should offer an option to negotiate a
license.
+The option is to be exercised within a set
period of time.

July 1'.2002 "
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IF License Format Recommendation

+The IP license should be royalty-bearing,
and in most every case, exclusive.

Option Period Recommendations

+Periods in the range of 90 to 180 days are
typical for both the exercise ofthe option and
negotiation of the license.

+In either case, longer periods are
acceptable on a case-by-case basis, guided by
reasonable business judgment.

IU1yI~,= Ad",n'''''1.JoemInI.1n''~"I. "

Tim CU!.VBI.AND QJNlC II

Patent Costs Recommendation

+1 would strongly recommend that you make
the right to exercise the option contingent
upon the sponsor's payment ofall patent
costs associated with protecting the relevant
invention. Of course, there should be other
consideration floWing backto th.e NPO as
well!

July 15,2QW. "

(
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nit! Q..l!wu.ND QJ."IlG 81
"Ancillary" Requirements

Recommendations

+License agreements should always have
strong progress reporting, auditing, and
termination provisions.

+Reasonable development milestones should
also be seriously considered.

Suly 15,2002

Final Comments

+The commercialization of IP rights can be
a valuable source of additional revenue for
an NPQ,Jlowever, like a tree, IP must be
protected and nurtured to "bear fruit."

JulylS,:roo;: ..

More Information/Feedback

Mark G. Bloom

216.445.4010

b1oomm@ccf.org

Copyright «) 2002 Mark G. Bloom, Esq. and The Cleveland Clinic Foundation

All Rights Reserved.

c
1uly1S,1OO:l "
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I. Introduction

Activities reported in the first two years of the New Millennium indicate that the field of

University Technology Transfer ("UTT") is just beginning what may be deemed its Golden Age.

The number oftechnology disclosures, patent applications filed, patents issued, technology

licenses signed, and new company start-ups created, are still increasing over prior years, with no

signs ofabatement. However, the best way to gauge how far UTT will truly go in the future is to

first review UTT's past and present.

II. Prologue

Appropriate to the basic research function at universities, it is suggested that the loom for

weaving-into a substantive fabric the wisdom derived from the conduct ofresearch lies in the

enlightened cooperation between the universities, industry and the federalgovermnent which,

through voluntary acts and legislative initiatives, has permitted and continues to permit the

transfer of thatwisdom to the public for its use and benefit.

III. Technology Transfer Defined

The concept of technology transfer-the transfer of the results of research from universities to

the commercial sector - is said to have had its origins in a report made to then President Harry

Truman in 1945 by Dr. Vannevar Bush! entitled "Science - The Endless Frontier." Having

witnessed theitnportance of university research to the national defense for its role in the

successful Manhattan Project, Dr. Bush projected that experience to recognize the value of

university research as a vehicle for enhancing the economy by increasing the pool ofknowledge

for use by industry through the support ofbasic science by the federal govermnent. The report

stimulated substantial and increasing funding of research by the federal govermnent leading to

the establishment of several research-oriented govermnental agencies, e.g. the National Institutes

1



ofHealth, the National ScienceFouudation, the office ofNaval Research, and, ultimately, to the

acceptance of the funding ofbasic research as a vital activity of the federal goverrunent.

Long before the Vaunevar Bush concept, but absent federal support in their research endeavors,

the .universities have been engaged in the transfer of the technology, although that specific term

may not have been applied to. their activities.

Their greatest technology transfer efforts have probably been expended in preparing papers on

research results for publication in scientific journals. Another. area involves the activities of the

Extension Services, particularly the Agricultural Extension Services, which corrunuuicates a

great variety ofuseful information, largely technical, but also in social and economic fields, to

many users, both rural and urban.

"Another area of corrununication ofinformation lies in the continuing education programs, e.g. in

Jaw, medicine, pharmacy, engineering, to keep professionals in those fields abreast of the latest

'developments.

Technical consultantships provide technology transfer in both directions-the consultant imparts

information to whomever is engaging them while the consultant, in tum, can expect some

professional enrichment from that activity.

Still another means for transferring technology is by making a tangible product ofresearch

available to others with or without a view toward commercialization. For example,§",,,,dling

plants for propagation by others, appropriate fragments of tissue for tissue culture, cell lines,

hybridomas, and transgenic seeds or animals as well as mechanical or electronic prototyp",s and

computer software programs.

2



Thus, technology transfer occurs in many ways - through the simple spoken word, through the

physical transfer of a tangible product ofresearch, through the hiring of students or faculty

consultants, or through the relative complexity oran intellectual property-licensing program.

Although all of these forms of technology transfer have been and are being practiced today the

focus of this paper is upon the transfer of technology as represented by the transfer of a property

right as the result of ownership of the intellectual property generated during the conduct of

research. Patents, copyrights, trademarks, trade secrets or a proprietary rightin.the tangible

products ofresearch may manifest such ownership.

IV. Intellectual Property

A. Constitutional Basis

As we all know, the Constitution was drafted in the context of a struggle with a government that

had abused its obligations to defend the rights of its citizens. It was no accident, therefore,. that

the salient portion of the Constitution drafted for the purpose ofprotecting your liberties, the

Fifth Amendment, made the Government the servant and protector and not the master of your

individual rights. The Fifth Amendment of the Bill ofRights provides that:

"No person shall...be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due

process oflaw; nor shall private property be taken for public use without

just compensation."

Thus, the Fifth Amendment provides generic protection for individual property. Since there is

little doubfthat the term "property" as used in the Fifth Amendment includes intellectual

property, it would seem that the protection afforded the individual by that amendment would be

adequate. Yet, the framers of the Constitution felt compelled to be even more explicit about

intellectual property and provided the following language in Article I, Section VIII:

3
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"The Congress shall have Power -To promote the Progress of Science and

useful arts, by securing for limitedTimes to Authors and Inventors the

exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries."

Why this special handling ofintellectual property?

There was no recorded debate in the Constitutional Convention on September 5,1787, when

Article I, Section VIII, was presented and it was approved unanimously. That intellectual

property, the products of the mind, should prospectively receive legal protection"even from a

centralized Government to be formed, was a principle upon which no one disagreed.

The power given under this clause is notgeneral. Hence, it expressly appears that Congress is

not empowered by the Constitution to pass laws for the benefit ofprotection of authors and

inventors except as a means to "promote the Progress of Science and useful arts."

Under this specific power the present patent statute, Title 35 of the UnitedStates Code, (35

,tES.C.) was enacted. It is significantthat the face of the patent document contains the following

statement:

" ...these Letters Patent are to grant unto the said claimant(s) ...the right to

exclude others from making, using, or selling the said invention throughout

the United States."

and that 35 U.S.C. 261 characterizes this right to exclude as a property right. The technology

transfer function is in great part based upon the recognition ofand the specific provision for that

very special property right.

B. Nature ofUniversity Research

During the prevalence of the "Ivory Tower" COIlceptofuniversities and the research that was

carried out in them, little thought or impetus was given to the transfer of the results of that

4



research to the public other than through the accepted and acceptable route ()fscientific

publication. In fact, Jlllderthat "Ivory Tower" concept, a researcher who .accepted a corporate

subsidy aroused the suspicion among his colleagues that he had been diverted from.their basic

research and had become a tool ofvested interests. Theyhad accepted "tainted money,"

When, in 1924, it was suggested at the University ofWisconsin-Madison that a plan pe

developed to make use ofpatentable inventions generated by faculty members which would:

1. protect the individual taking out the patent;

2. insureproper:use of the patent; and, at the same time;

3. bring fmancial help to the University to further its research effort,

the purists quickly applied the "taintedmoney" theoryto the plan. It was feared that any such

arrangement would divert the scientist from basic research to work only on those ideas which

appeared to have conunercial potential. In other words, the research function would no longer be

. driven by the seeking ofneW knowledge but bythedollar.-driven ne.ed to solve current problems

in the real world, even to the development ofproducts and processes to market-ready condition.

The fears propoJlllded by the purists then, and which are still embraced in academia by some, did

. not materialize. There was no great rush toward patentjng. There was no evident movement

among university researchers toward applied research tied directly to actual prQ(luct

development. Nor was there any observable change in the research scientists' ll~itude. In fact,

University research then, even as now, remained essentially basic.in character.

The generation ofinventions is almost never the main objective ofbasic research. If inventions

do flow from that research activity, it is a largely fortuitous happening that takes place because

the researcher, or perhaps, an associate, .has the ability to see some special relationship between

5



their scholarly work product and the public need. It is from the recognition oHhis connection,

which can convert a discovery or invention into patentable invention, that innovation arises.

It was not too many years ago that there was little appreciation ofthe value of intellectual

property generated during the course ofresearch being conducted on the university campus or of

the value of that intellectual property to the university ifproperly transferred to the private sector

for development and marketing through appropriate arrangements. In fact, on many campuses

those activities would have even been unwelcome as an incursion into academic pursuits as Was

the early experience at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Nevertheless, prior,to the

legislative initiatives under which, today, most universities engage in the protection and licensing

of intellectualproperty, several universities and organizations carried out such practices with the

attendant opportunity to generate funds to aid in supporting research efforts. Prominent among

such'institutions were the University of California, Iowa State University, Battelle Development

Cor]:mration, Research Corporation (which represented a number ofuniversities), and the

Uni'Versity ofWisconsin-Madison through its patent managementorganization - the Wisconsin

Alunmi Research Foundation (WARF).

C. The Government Sector

During the early history of the United States very little technical development work was done by

the Government and therefore, as a practical matter, the question of the Government owning a

patent never arose. Gradually, federal agencies begun to undertake the practical kind of

development work which led to inventions. Prior to World War II, when almost all Government

fmanced research and development work was conducted inJederal laboratories by full-time

Government employees, there was a small but recurring problem ofwhat to do with inyentions
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resulting from such work - inventions which, ifmade by private parties, would have become the

subject ofpatent applications.

This situation changed rapidlyduring and after World War II when the technological demands

imposed by more and more sophisticated military requirements, as well as the increasing

complexity of support services, made it quickly evident that there were not sufficient resources

within the Government to undertake all the scientific projects necessary to a winning war effort.

The absolute necessity to utilize the best technical ability available, regardless of its locus,

spawned a rapid proliferation of Government-sponsored and government-fundedxesearch and

development contracts.

The proper disposition ofrights to patents resulting from this work was theoretically as important

then as nowbut was never seriously addressed as a major problem because of the exigencies of

wartime needs.

The basicissue was whether the Government should always take the commercial rights to

patentable inventions generated under a Government sponsored contract or from Government

funded research or whether such rights would be better left with the contractor or grant recipient

to permit utilizing the patent system for transferring the technology developed to the public

sector for its use and benefit.

Following the end ofWorld War II, the rapid technological strides made under.the impetus of a

wartime footing and the obvious necessity for continuing technological superiority, at least in

defense-oriented efforts, made it imperative to continue to provide public support for science.

Nor was this support limited to the military. For example, in 1950 Congress finally provided an

annual budget of $15 million for the National Science Foundation to conduct basic scientific

research at universities.
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During this same period, hundreds ofmillions of dollars were appropriated by the GoveTIllIlent in

the area ofmedical research in the beginnings of an all-out attack on disease.

With the rapid expansion of scientific projects being undertaken and supported by the

Government, the same shortage of technical ability and facilities continued to prevail as had been

experienced under the pressures ofWorld War II. Since the Government could not do all the

necessary work in its own facilities, qualified private companies, universities and nonprofit

organizations were sought out to perform many of the programs through contractual

arrangements. In each arrangement, the same old problem of ownership ofpatent rights existed

but was seldom, if ever, directly addressed. Inthe case ofuniversities and other non-profit

organizations, few were engaged at the time in patenting the results ofresearch and in

technology transfer activities. Since one of the prime objectives of such an institution was to

support its respective research efforts and since the government was a ready source of funds for

supporting such efforts, the prevailing attitude was simply to "take the money and run" with little

thdUght being given to the underlying property rights and the value ofthose rights in the long

term.

The Government itselfhad not developed a uniform patentpolicy for all of its agencies regarding

the disposition ofrights in intellectual property generated during the course ofresearch

supported by those agencies. In fact, there was no existing statutory authority thllt gave;: the

agencies the right to hold patents or license technology. Such acts were viewed as objectives of

the agency mission.· Consequently, each governmental agency that supported a research and/or

development effort, through either or both of contractual or grantarrangements 4eveloped its

own policy. The ultimate result was that many and varied policies evolved to the point that the

university sector was faced with the prospect ofhaving to deal with some 26 different agency
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policies.•Also, to support a givenxesearch pursuit, funds from different agencies were often co

mingled; hence, more than a single agency policy had to be considered with the most restrictive

policy becoming the controlling policy.

Operating under the various agency policies, the Government had accumulated in its patent

portfolio about 30,000 patents ofwhich only about 5% had been licensed and the inventions of

which had found their way into commercial use in an even smaller percentage. Thus, with the

Government, as represented by its agencies, espousing, in the main, a non~exclusive licensing

policy the experience of licensing Government-owned patent had been irrefutably one ofnon

use. For example, in 1978 NASA reported that through 1978 it had had 31 ,357 contractor

inventions reported to it. Ofthose, title had been waived to the contractor in 1,254 cases, or less

than 4%. The results ofNASA's own licensing program were said to have been disappointment

representing a commercialization rate ofless than 1%. In contrast, the rate of commercialization

of the waived inventions was consistently in the l8-20%range..Therefore, the intended benefits

that were to flow to the public in the form ofnew products and processes as a result offederal

support of research both intramurally and in the university sector and stimulated through use of

the patent system were left unrealized.

Harbridge House2 made an interesting comparison along these lines in its 1968 study of

Goverrunent-funded patents put into use between 1957 and 1962. Itwas found·.that contractor

held inventions were 10.7 times as likely as Government-held inventions to be utilized in

products or processes employed in the private sector for the benefit of the public.

Moreover, underthe agency policies then in place, Government ownership ofa patent was in a

sense an anomaly. The patent system was created as an incentive to invent, develop, and exploit

new technology to promote science and useful arts for the benefit of the public. When the
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government held title to those many inventions under the aegis that the inventions should be

freely available to all, much the same as if the invention had been disclosed in a publication, the

patent system could not operate in the manner in which it was intended. The incentive inherent

in the right to exclude conferred upon the private owner of the patent, and which is the

inducement to development efforts necessary to the marketing ofnew products or the use ofnew

processes, was simply not available. What is available to everyone is ofinterest to no one.

The ineffectiveness and inadvisability of such agency policies and their adverse effect on the

public benefit should have been apparent.3

D. Government Policy-Move Towards Uniformity

In 1963, Dr. Jerome Weisner, President Kennedy's Science Advisor and later Dean ofMlT's

School ofEngineering, recognized a need for some guidelines to affect a more uniform

Government policy toward inventions and patents on a Government-wide basis. The results of

Drf.~:Weisner'sstudy culminated in the Policy Statementissued on October 10, 1963 by President

John'F. Kennedl to establish Government-wide objectives and criteria, subject to existing

statutory requirements, for the allocation ofrights to inventions as between the Government and

its contractors, which would best serve the overall public interest while encouraging

development and utilization ofthe inventions.

Since the policy, as promulgated, would most likely have to be revised after eXPtlrience had been

gained in operating under it, a Patent Advisory Panel was established under the Federal Council

for Science and Technology to assist the Agencies in implementing the Policy, acquiring data on

the Agencies' operations under the policy, and making recornmendations regarding the

utilization of Government-owned patents. In December 1965, the Federal Council established

the Committee on Government Patent Policy to assess how the Policywas working.
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The studies and experience of the Committee and the Panel culminated in the issuance of a

revised Statement of Govermnent Patent Policy by President Richard M. Nixon on August 23,

1971.5 The changes effected in the Nixon Policy Statement were made as a result of analysis of

the effects ofthePolicy on the public interest over the seven years from the Kennedy Policy

Statement. The fundamental thrustofthat statement was:

A single presumption of ownership ofpatent rights to govermnent-

sponsored inventions either in the govermnent or its contractors is not L,

satisfactory basis for govermnent patent policy and, that a flexible,

govermnent-wide policy best serves the public interest.

The considerations basic to the Statement of Govermnent Patent Policy were the following:

(a) The Govermnent expends large sums forthe conduct ofresearch and development which

. results in a considerable number ofinventions and discoveries.

(b) The inventions in scientific and technological fields resulting from work performed under

Govermnent contracts constitute a valuable national resource;

(c) The use and practice of these inventions and discoveries should stimulate inventors, meet

the needs ofthe government, recognize the equities of the contractor, and serve the public

interest.

(d) The public interest in a dynamic and efficient economy requires that efforts be made to

encourage the expeditious development and civilian use ofthese inventions. Both the

need for incentives to draw forth private initiatives to this end, and the. need to promote

healthy competition in industry must be weighed in the disposition ofpatent rights under

govermnent contracts. Where the contractor acquires exclusive rights, he remains subject

to the provisions of the antitrust laws.

11
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(f)

(e)

(g)

(

The public interest is also served by sharing ofbenefits ofGovernment-financed research

and development with foreign countries to a degree consistent with our international

programs and with the objectives ofUS. foreign policy.

There is growing importance attaching to the acquisition of foreign patent rights in

furtherance of the interest ofU.S. industry and the Government.

The prudent administration of Government research and development calls for a

Government-wide policy on the disposition of inventions made under Government

contracts reflecting common principles and objectives, to the extent consistentwith the

missions of the respective agencies. The policy must recognize the need for flexibility to

accommodate special situations.

Although there is evidence that the guidelines did bring the patent practices of the Agencies into

greater harmony, divergent policies still existed and there was a strong presumption, ifnot

. evidence, in terms of the transfer of technology to the public sector, that the more restrictive the

policy of the Agency, i.e. the more "title" oriented the Agency was towardinventions and patents

generated under its funding i.e. the Agency generally took title to mostifnot all inventions made

with the use of the funds, the less was the likelihood that the technology would be transferred for

the public benefit.

E. Institutional Patent Agreements

During the period from 1963 to 1971, while experience with the Weisner-Kermedy effort was

being gained, further efforts were being made to persuade several federal agencies, specifically

the Department ofHealth, Education and Welfare (now Health and Human Services or HHS)

and the National Science Foundation, to enter into Institutional Patent Agreements, (!PAs) with

universities. The policies ofboth of these agencies permitted a waiver ofrights to the inventions
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made with their funds (referred to as an 8.2(b) petition for grant of greater rights).. However, on

the very few occasions where such a waiver was granted, it was so fraught with restrictive

provisions that it presented an unworkable basis for transferring technology to the private sector.

No commercial firm was willing, under the conditions imposed under many of the waivers, to

risk the expenditure ofthe necessary development funds.

Subsequently, after five years ofnegotiation, the then Department ofHealth, Education and

Welfare, in 1968, issued its first new IPA to the University ofWisconsin"Madison (via WARF).

This was followed in 1973, after another five years of effort, by an Institutional;l'atent

Agreement6 between the NationalScience Foundation and the University of Wisconsin-Madison

(again, via WARF). This was the first IPA with that agency.

That evidence ofnot only the availability of an IPA, but that those two agencies would actually

grant them, appeared to provide some impetus to universities to engage in the technology

transfer business. Nevertheless, some of the provisions ofthe IPAs-available form those two

agencies were unacceptable under some universities' policies, while many other governmental

agencies still clung tenaciouslyto the policy of taking title to all inventions made with funds they

had supplied.

Fundamental to the success of technology transfer under the IPAs was the vestment ofcertain,ty

of title to inventions held by the universities under those agreements. That factor and, in

addition, the ability ofuniversities to grant exclusive licenses were instrumental in the

subsequent willingness ofprivate sector industry to engage in licensing arrangements with

universities that had IPAs.
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Although limited to two agencies, the IPAs were not only important as manifesting a change in

the attitude ofthose agencies and potential licensees but, more importantly, as establishing,

through negotiation, terms and provisions which were carried into and set the tone for the

legislative effort which culminated in the passage ofPublic Law 96-517, the Small Business and

University Patent Protection Act, in 1980 (better known as simply the Bayh-Dole Act). In fact,

that law is often looked upon as a codification of the terms and provisions of the IPAs.

F. The Bayh-Dole Act?

The passage of the Bayh-DoleActwas the reward for almost twenty years of effort bythe non

profit sector to stimulate the transfer ofteclmology through the vehicle of the patent system. It

was the culminationofthe many pieces oflegislation introduced over many years that had

sou.ght to establish a uniform patent policy within the government. It should be considered a

hriidmark piece of legislation in that, after many false starts and unsuccessful efforts, it was,

finally, a recognition by Congress that:

(lr!' imagination and creativity are truly a national resource;

(2) the patent system is the vehicle which permits us to deliver that resource to the public;

(3) placing the stewardship of the results ofbasic research in the hands ofuniversities and

small business is in the public interest; and, significantly,

(4) the existing federal patent policy was placing the nation on perilduringatime when

intellectual property rights and innovation were becoming the preferred currency in

foreign affairs.

The most significant feature of the Act was that it changed the presumption oftitle to any

invention made by small business, universities and oth.er non-profit entities through the use, in

whole or in part, of government funds from the goverument to the contractorcgrantee. Another
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factor, often overlooked,is that the Act did away with the distinction between grants and

contracts, which agencies had often made when dealing with universities, a distinction which a

number of agencies rigorously applied in their zeal to retain rights to intellectual property as a

contractual obligation.

It is also not universally recognized that the Act provided,. for the very first time, statutory

authority for the Government to apply for, obtain and maintain patents on inventions in both the

United States and foreign countries and to license those inventions on a non-exclusive, partially

exclusive or exclusive basis. The passage of the law was not, however, the ertd ofthe battle. It

took over a year to settle the controversy that arose over the drafting of the regulations under the

law. During the course of the legislative effort, an almost adversarial relationship had developed

as betWeen the University sector on the one hand and the Departments of Energy, Defense, and

NASA on the other hand. The nature of that relationship became very clear when those agencies

combined to voluntarily draft regulations that actually controverted the law andits intention. .As.

a consequence, much greater attention was given to the regulations by a university group that

prornulgated regulations that afforded protection against both arbitrary exemptionsto the law at

agency discretion and to the exercise ofmarch-in rights by the Govennnent.

The Bayh-Dole Act represented the first cautious step into a new relationship betWeen the

Govennnent, as represented by its agencies,and the universities. It also presaged anew and

closer relationship with industry. The certainty of title in the universities to inventions made

with govennnent funds afforded by the Bayh-Dole Act, which was the stimulus to successful

technology transfer under the Institutional Patent Agreements, provided the major impetus to

new and expanding university-industry relationships. Inasmuch as the Govennnent always

receives and irrevocable royalty-free license under any of such inventions, and because of other ...
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provisions of the Bayh-Dole Act and the ensuing regulations under that Act, the relationship is,

in reality, a university-industry-govemment relationship.

V. The Economic Climate

To more fully appreciate what hlls evolved through the sequence of events that has been

enumerated, it must be kept in mind that through this period, the economy of the country as a

whole, as well as the economyofeach state, was and still is in transition. Today,universities

operate in an economic climate which;

(1) is knowledge based - not capital based (although, without question, availability of capital

is a necessity);

(2) is entrepreneurially based - witness the large numbers ofnew companies created in recent

years;

(3)" involves world markets - the international aspect ofprotection for intellectualproperty

l'F',' generated through the res~arGh function must bea consideration;, '

(4)+~ reflects continuous and often radical technology changes;

(5) is becoming more decentralized - making state and local options and initiatives more

significant;

(6) is an economy of appropriateness not one of scale - i.e., merely increasing the size of a

production plant will not necessarily reduce the cost ofproduct or increa§e its quality;

(7) is increasingly competitive on a global scale - witness the advent of the European

economic community and other geographic economic blocks.

In view of this continually evolving economic climate, and since new products arise from new

fundamental ideas as well as from new applications of existing technology, the necessity for

supporting research is evident. However, support ofresearch is not enough. That support must
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be coupled with a creative technology transfer capability. illvention without innovation has little

economic value.

With the passage of the Bayh-Dole Act and, in the same year, the decision of the Supreme Court

in the Chakrabarty Case8
, which stood for the propositionthat merely because something was

alive (in that case a bacterium) it was not precluded form being patentable,lllong with the

evolution of genetic engineering concepts, the universities were literaIly propeIled into an

awareness of the potential economic value of the technology that was being generated in their

research programs. That fact made it self-evident thatsteps had to betaken to make innovation

foIlow invention since invention alone holds little hope for generating needed revenues to

support an expanding research effort. Because the government has been and stillis the primary

source of the funds supporting the research effort at universities, the passage of the Bayh-Dole

Act permittedthe universities to position themselves, through the establishment or expansion of

technology transfer capabilities; to better insure that ihnovation would faIlow invention..

VI. Government Patent Policy Reshaped

At the outset it must be presunied that Governmentresearch daIlars are made available in the

expectation ofnot only developing basic knowledge, but also in the expectation that the funded

research wiII lead to products, processes and techniques which wiII be useful and acceptable in

all or partofoursociety to improve the weIl-being of society in general.

ill the face of this presumption it is apparent that inventions, whether made through the

expenditure ofprivate or governmental funds, are of little value to society unless and until they

are utilized by society. ill order to achieve such utilization it is essential that the invention be

placed in a form or condition that wiII be acceptable and beneficial to the public. ill otherwords,
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the technology must somehow be transferred to the public sector. To quote Thomas Edison:

"The value ofan idea lies in the using of it."

In a free enterprise system such transfer is normally accomplished as the result ofpertinent and

appropriate activities ofprivate enterprise. Since such activities obviously entail the

commitment and expenditure of substantial monies - many times the amount needed to make the

invention - adequate and appropriate incentives to such commitment and expenditures must be

afforded. Consequently, and sincethe patent system provides such incentives @d is the most

viablevehicle for accomplishing the transfer of technology, full and careful consideration must

be given to the making of any policy which will affect the transfer of technology that has been

generated in whole or in part by Government-funded research. In addition, careful consideration

;niust also be given to proposed changes in the patentlaws, including proposed treaty

'accommodations, which could adversely affect the technology transfer capabilities.

'One would not disagree that the primary objectives of a Government patentpolicy should be to:

(1) promote further development and utilization ofinventions made in whole or in part with

government funds;

(2) ensure that the Government's interest in practicing inventions resulting from its support is

protected;

(3) ensure that the intellectual property rights in Government sponsored inventions are not

used for unfair, anti-competitive or suppressive purposes;

(4) minimize the cost of administering patent policies through uniform principles; and

(5) attract the best qualified contractors.
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However, of all of the considerations attendant upon the establishment of a governmental patent

policy only one consideration should be paramount:

In whose hands will the vestitureofprimary rights to

inventions serve to transfer the inventive technology most

quickly to the public for its use and benefit?

The passage ofthe Bayh-Dole Actwas the beginning ofthe reshaping of Federal Patent Policy.

Subsequent events between 1981 and 1985 further shaped that policy... The Bay)1cDole Act, the

first event, became effective onJuly 1,1981. The Congressional intent in itspassageis

abundantly clear from thereCitation of the Policy and. Objectives portion of the Act 35 U.S.C.

200.9

The second event was the issuance in 1982 by the Office ofManagement and Budget policy

guidance to federal agencies for implementing the Bayh-Dole Act in the form of OMB Circular

A-124.10 This Circular· clarified provisions in the Bayh-Dole Actregarding:

(1) standard patent rights clauses for use in federal funding agreements;

(2) reporting requirements for universities electing title; and

(3) special federal rights in inventions.

A third event was the issuance of a Presidential Memorandum on Government Policyll under

which federal agencies were directed to extend the terms and provisions of the Bayh-Dole Act to

all government contractors with a follow on amendment to the Federal Acquisition Regulations

(FAR) to assure that all federal R&D agencies would implement the Bayh-Dole Act and the

Presidential Memorandum.

The fourth event was the amendment of the Bayh-Dole Act by Public Law 98-62012 to remove

some politically-motivated restrictions on exclusive licensing placed in the original Bayh-Do1e
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( Act. That law, in essence, made the Department of Commerce the lead Agency in administration

of the Bayh-Dole Act as amended.

The fifth event,which did not occur until 1987, comprised publication ofrulemaking13 by the

Department of Commerce that finalized the provisions of the Bayh-Dole Act, P.L. 98-620, the

OMB Circular A-124 and the Presidential Memorandum.

Also, in this same period the establishment of the Court ofAppeals for the Federal Circuit, under

the able leadership of ChiefJudge Howard T. Markey, gave further impetus to the value of

patents and a uniformity to their interpretation which put to rest the disparities which existed

among the Judicial Circuits and had led to forurnshopping in patent litigation. The paraphrase

Chief Judge Markey - no institution has done so much for so many with so little understanding as

,the United States Patent System.

.. The government patent policy, as reshaped by the events noted, presented a charge and a

"Challenge - a charge to show, through performance, that the confidence which was placed in the

h:a:nds of the universities by Congress to transfer technology for the public benefit was not

misplaced - a challenge to maximize the benefits which can be derived from the opportunity

offered through that patent policy to aid in maintaining the United States as the world leader in

innovation.

These events, led by the passage of the Bayh-Dole Act created the revolution in:university

technology transfer.

VIT. The Impact of the Bayh-Dole Act

How can the practical impact on universities of the Bayh-Dole Act and the reshaped Government

patent policy be measured? Since we are dealing for the most part with the transfer of

technology from a protected base, i.e., patents and other forms of intellectual property protection,
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an obvious answer is to look at the change in the number ofpatents issued to universities and

other non-profit entities, e.g. teaching hospitals, since the effective date of the Bayh-Dole Act in

1981. The growth and trend lines are evident. The university sector now receives about 3% of

all United States origin patents issued.

If the total count ofpatents issued is inclusive of non-profit entities in addition to the

universities, the observable impact of the Bayh-Dole Act is even greater. In addition, because

more institutions have technology transfer programs, a greater number ofinstitutions are

receiving patents. The real measure oftechnology transfer is not, of course, themumber of

patents which the university sector holds, but the amountof technology represented in and by

those patents which has been transferred to the private sector for further development into

products and processes useful to mankind. In a study conducted in 1989 among executives in

various industries, it was shown that a number ofindustries, especially pharmaceuticals, relied

heavily on research conducted at universities for new products or for shortening the time

necessary to bring a product or process into. commercial use.

What has been the licensing experience? The most recent licensing survey by the Association of

University Technology Managers (the "AUTM Survey,,)14 shows a continuing growth in

patenting and licensing activities by the university sector. The data presented in the FY1997

AUTM Survey 'Vas utilized by the General Accounting Office (GAO) in part informulating its

required periodic review ofthe administration of the Bayh-Dole ACt.15

According to the AUTM Survey, at the end ofFY2000,the university sector reported20,968

total active licenses or options. The patenting and licensing activities are, of course, based upon

the number of invel1tion disclosures received and the patent applications filed. The invention

disclosures received have been increasing every year and in FY2000 reached 13,032. The
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number ofpatent applications filed and number of issued U.S. patents, as might be expected,

have also increased year-to-year to a total of 10,139 in FY2000 (6,375 and 3,764, respectively).

As a result of these patenting and licensing activities, universities and teaching hospitals llave

experienced growing royalty income that, for the first time, exceeded one billion dollars in

FY2000. For the most part, these monies, after sharing with the invention or inventor group, are

utilized to support further research within the university or teaching hospital. Licenses and

options executed have increased steadily since the passage of the Bayh-Dole Act, representing

both an increase in the number ofuniversities engaging in patenting and technology transfer

activities and in the increasing activities ofthose universities already engaged in those functions.

In accordance with the GAO report for FY1996, the percent increase frOm the previous year was

.804% for recurring correspondents in the AUTM survey. About 10.9% ofthe licenses or optiolls

granted were to start-up companies (rising to 14.4% in FY2000). 54.7% were to small

. businesses (rising to 66% in FY2000). Moreover, at the end ofFY1996, the university sector

reported 10,487 active licenses or options, the latter being up by 12.9% over the previous year

(note that the FY2000 total of4,362 licenses or options was up II% from FY1999). The number

of such licenses and options producing income increased by 16.1% over the previous year while

the income of$365.2 million generated by those activities in FY1996 representtjdan increase of

22.1% over FY1995.

Another significant outgrowth of the universitytechnology transfer programs are the number of

new start-up companies which have been formed that find their basis in the technology generated

during the course ofbasic research. According to the FY2000 AUTM Survey, more than 3,376

newuniversity-technology-based start-up companies have been formed since 1980 (including

454 in FY2000 alone) and that nearly 68% were still in operation. The most visible example of
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this phenomenon has been in the field ofbiotechnology. In fact, the biotechnology industry

arguably evolved from basic university research.

The impact of the Bayh-Dole Act is also seen in other indicators. For example, another excellent

indicator that parallels the growth ofthe technology transfer function in the university sector is

the growth ofthe membership in AUTM. After the passage of the Bayh-Dole Act, and

particularly after the effective date of that Actin 1981, there has been a dramatic increase in the

number ofAUTM members to the current level of approximately 2800. Growthin non-US

based AUTM membership has also dramatically increased as other countriesrecognize the

contributions which their universities can make as modeled on the United States experience.

Although, the foregoing figures represent the effect of all licensing activities and not only those

attributable directly to operation under the Bayh-Dole Act, it is submitted that because of the

overwhelming support of research and development in the university sector by government

funding, for example being6L4% (equal to $18.1 billion) of all fundingin FY2000, and the

traditional co-mingling of funding by the universities it is legitimate to conclude that the bulk of

patenting and licensing activity in the university sector is government-fund driven and falls

within the ambit of the Bayh-Dole Act.

In sum, several factors have contributed to the success of the Bayh-Dole Act and the transfer of

technology under it. They are:

(I) The continuing support for basic research by the federal government,

(2) the ownership of the inventions by the universities as opposed to the government,

(3) the inventor remains in the development picture, and

(4) the uniformity ofhandling intellectualproperty generated withfederal support regardless

ofthe federal agency from which the support funds were obtained.
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One important factor, which is often overlooked, is that the success was achieved without cost to

the taxpayer. In other words, no separate appropriation of government funds was needed to

establish or manage the effort. In fact, it has been estimated thatthe current (FY2000) economic

benefits flowing from the universities' licensing activities adds more than $40 billion dollars per

year to,the United States economy and supports over 260,000 jobs.

Recently, the National InstitutesofHealth(Nlli) recently conducted a major study of the

university technology transfer process.16 While the report, which was deliveredJoCongress in

August 2001, focused solelyupon biomedical research in the United States, it testified to the

dramatic impact ofuniversity technology transfer upon this singular sector ofthe U.S. economY.

Similar impact ofuniversity research upon other segments of the U.S..and Canadian eeonomy

maybe inferred from the FY2000 AUTM survey data reported above. The NIH report concludes

that: .

"Current practices in technology transfer have yielded a dramatic return to the

t!lXIfltyer through the discovery ofnewtechnologies that extend life and improve the

quality oflife and through the development ofproducts that, without the successful

public-private relationship, might not be available. The transfer offederallyfunded

technology has also resulted in financial returns from licensing activity, and such funds

are used to buttress the biomedical research enterprise that has made the U.S. the world

leader in this field... [I]t is impossible to overstate the achievements or the global

macroeconomic impact oftaxpayer-supported biomedical research. Federally funded

biomedical research, aided by the economic incentives of Bayh-Dole, has created the

scientific capital ofknowledge that fuels medical and biotechnology development.
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American taxpayers, whose lives have improved and extended, have been the

beneficiaries of the remarkable medical advances that come from this enterprise."

Finally, it should not be overlooked that university inventions, arising, as most of them do, from

basic research, have led to many products which have or exhibit the capability ofsaving lives or

ofimproving the lives, safety and health ofthecitizens of the United States and around the

world. In that context, their contribution to society is i=easurable.

Vill. The Heritage of the Bayh-DoleAct

The Bayh-Dole Act can be given credit for focusing congressional interest on intellectual

property-oriented legislation...With that focus established,. the years .since have seen many pieces

of such legislation introduced. Some have become law but most have not. One piece of

legislation that is considered to have been almost directly spawned because ofor as the result of

the Bayh-Dole Act is the Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 (FTTA). That act was

introduced as an amendment to·the Stevenson-WydlerAct of1980,which had.been intended to

promote the utilization oftechnology generated in gove=ent laboratories, but was singularly

unsuccessful in accomplishing that goal.

The FTTA waslargely a response to the increasingly tough international competition facing the

United States and the prevalent complaint that "the US wins Nobel Prizes while other countries

walk offwith the market." The designers of the FTTA builtthe act under certain fundamental

principles:

(1) The federal gove=ent will continue to underwrite the cost ofmuch important basic

research in scientifically promising areas that takes place in the United States.

(2) Transferring this research from the laboratory to the marketplace is primarilythe job of

the private sector, with which the federal gove=ent should not compete.
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(3) The federal government can encourage the private sector to undertake this by judicious

reliance on market-oriented incentives and protection ofproprietary interests.

The principles enumerated were first tested through experience with the Bayh-Dole Act and the

FTTA responded to the lessons learned from that law, perhaps the most important ofwhich was

its success in promoting university-industry cooperation.

The FTTA is, clearly, a direct highlybeneficiallegacy of the Bayh-Dole Act, as has been

additional legislation designed to expand the use of the results ofresearch carried out within

government-owned government operated laboratories by expanding the licensingopportunities

for those laboratories.

IX. .. Storm Clouds on the UTT Horizon?

A. Singer et at v. The Regents of the University of California System

The-Players - The plaintiffs in this case were former University of California (DC) Professors

Jeiofne R. Singer and Lawrence:E. Crooks, who joined UC in 1956 and 1976, respectively.

Singer and Crooks were involved in the development ofmagnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

technology while associated with UC's Radiological Imaging Laboratory (RlL), which was

located at UC San Francisco. Each had executed UC's standard Patent Agreement, which,

among other things, required that they assign to UC any patentable technology developed while

working in UC facilities on UC time. In return, the Patent Agreement gnarantee:d them a portion

ofroyalties and fees received byUC when (and if) it commercially exploited that technology.

Further, UC's Patent Policy stipulated that inventors would receive 50% ofthe net royalties and

fees generated from the licensing of their patented inventions. The defendants (as represented by

the Regents of the University of California) were the RlL and the UC Technology Transfer

Office (TTO) (collectively "UC''), which were involved in the development and licensing
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activities surrounding the patented MRl technology. UC's MRl technology portfolio contained

over 100 patents that named more than 20 different inventors. Furthermore, the development of

MRl technology at the RIL was spurred by research funding provided exclusively (and

sequentially) by three companies: Pfizer Medical Systems, Inc. (pfizer), Diasonics, Inc.

(Diasonics), and Toshiba America Medical Systems, Inc. (Toshiba). These three companies are

also the only three entities that received licenses to UC's patented MRl technology.

Background - Pfizer began funding the RIL in 1976. In exchange for being the.exclusive source

ofresearch funds on MRl, UC promised Pfizer that it would be first in line for the opportunityto

negotiate an exclusive license for any MRl technology developed by the RIL and later patented

by UC. UC eventually obtained patents on certain MRl technology, and in 1980 Pfizer obtained

an exclusive license to exploit that technology. Although a royalty rate as high as 5% (later

reduced to 3.89%) may have been contemplated by UC and Pfizer, the final executed royalty rate

on the license was set at 0,56% ofthe net selling price of all licensed MRl inventions sold to

third parties. The preamble, i.e., the ''whereas'' clauses, of the Pfizer License Agreement

contained a reference to research funding, but the substantive terms ofthe contract did not

require Pfizer to continue to fund research in exchange for continuing rights to an exclusive

license.· Nonetheless, Pfizer entered into a separate research funding agreement with the RIJ:., and

continued funding research until 1981, when it decided to exit the medical imaging market.

When Pfizer left the MRl industry, Diasonics assumed the Pfizer license via a new, albeit

substantively identical, agreement withUC. In essence, Diasonics stepped into the shoes of

Pfizer as licensee. Like the Pfizer license, the new license did not require that Diasonics fund

research. Diasonics also entered into a separate research funding agreement with UC.
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In 1983, Diasonics marketed its first MRlproductbased on the RIL-developed patented

teclmology. That year, in recognition that the MRI teclmology had become commercially

marketable, DC and Diasonics modified the License Agreement to provide for a "triggered"

variable royalty rate that ranged from a low of 0.56% to a high of6%. It is importantto note that

theMRI teclmology development "trigger" to raise the royalty rate above 0.56%was never

attained. The substantive sections of the modified agreement remained the same, however, and

contained no express requirement of continued research funding.· Diasonics continued to fund

MRI research at the RlLunti1l989,when Toshiba bought out Diasonics'MRI division and took

over as licensee.

When Toshiba purchased Diasonics' assets, Toshiba entered into yet another new license

~agreementwith DC. This license was substantially similar to the Diasonics and Pfizer

agreements, but did contain some variations. The most significant variation was that the Toshiba

'agreement required Toshiba to fund research at the RIL. Toshiba's separate research funding

agreement with DC, while mandated by the license agreement, was substantially identical to the

prior funding agreements between DC, Pfizer, and Diasonics.

Asa result of the combination ofresearch funding and royalties paid to DC by Pfizer, Diasonics,

and Toshiba, DC received a gross sum of approximately $22 million. Ofthat, approximately $2

million was considered by DC to be ''royalties,'' while approximately $20 million was considered

by DC to be ''research funds." Singer and Crooks received $103,543 and $235,648, respectively,

ofnet royalties. Singer and Crooks argued that those combined revenues, Le., royalties plus

research funds, represented a "package deal" that DC had obtained in consideration of its

commercial exploitationof the assigned patent rights. Singer and Crooks further asserted that
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DC's failure to share all of the "fmancialproceeds"derivedfrom this "package deal" constituted

a breach ofDC's Patent Agreement.

Initial Legal Salvo - The primary gravamen of Singer and Crooks' legal complaint against DC

was that they believed DC should have treated research funds provided by Pfizer, Diasonics, and

Toshiba as shared royalties rather than non-shared research funds. In other words, it was Singer

and Crooks' position that theywere entitled to share not only in thte 0.56% patent license royalty,

but also in research grants collected by DC f01" scientific research. DC firmly bt;l!eyted that

Pfizer and its successors-in-interest provided these research fundsJor the dedica.ttedpurpose of

conducting further scientific investigation into the (then) embryonic field ofMRI technology.

As evidence, DC had provided documentation showing that these funds were spent by DC to pay

salaries ofl"esearchers and others pursuing the specific research goals set by Pfizer and DC, to

construct and maintain research facilities, and to offset related overhead e:xpenses. It is

interesting to note that the research funds at issue covered nearly .18 years' worthofProfessor

Crooks' salary.

Singer and Crooks filed suit in the Superior Court of the State of California for the City and

County of San Francisco against DC for breach of contract, seeking monetary damages, a

declaration oftheir rights under .the DC; Patent Agreement, and a rescission of their assignment

ofpatent rights to DC. Additionally, Singer and Crooks asserted that (1) DC haq acontractllal

duty to sue alleged infringers of its patents; (2) DC had a contractual duty to maxirnize the

royalty rate it charges its licensees; (3) DC had a contractual duty to require its licensees to mark

their products with patent numbers to preserve claims for damages against third parties; (4) DC

wrongfully impounded gross royalty proceeds to paythe costs oflitigation against Singer and

Crooks; and (5) DC wrongfully allocated the inventor's share oflicensing royalties among
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Singer and other inventors named on the licensed patents. All of Singer and Crooks' claims

rested upon the argument that UC's Patent Agreement incorporated UC's Patent Policy,

including a 50% sharing ofnet licensing royalties provision, and thereby created contractual

constraints on UC's subsequent patent licensing and enforcement decisions.

Trial Court Jury Finds for Plaintiffs - After a trial on the merits, the juryfound that UC had

breached its Patent AgreementlPatent Policy obligations to pay Singer and Crooks 50% ofthe

true amount ofthe royalties derived from the licensing of the patents at issue. The ''true'' amount

was determined to be a percentage of the generated patent license royalties, as well as a portion

of the research funds received by UC from Pfizer, Diasonics~ and Toshiba. In total, $714,716

and $1,628,572 was awarded to Singer and Crooks, respectively, as damages.

Trial Court Judge Grants JNOV - In response to the trial jury's verdict, California Superior

Court Judge James L. Warren granted UC a Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict (JNOV).17 In

iifctmcise and well-reasoned opinion, Judge Warren ruled that UC had no duty to share research

funding as a royalty, no duty to dispense royalties to inventorsjf in defense ofpatent rights, no

duty to negotiate royalties in accordance with individual inventor's demands, no duty to mark

patented inventions licensed to others, and no duty to pursue infringers ofthe inventions at issue.

Judge Warren also felt strongly thatsubstantial deference must be given to UC licensing and

patent enforcement decisions. In other words, Judge Warren repudiated each and every one of

the plaintiffs' accusations.

California Court ofAppeal Reverses - Unfortunately for UC, the California State Court of

Appeal for the First Appellate District (Division Five) reversed Judge Warren's JNOV.18 The

Court of Appeal ruled in an unpublished decision that the jury's verdict was supported by

substantial evidence and that, among other things, UC had breached its Patent Agreement with
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Singer and Crooks by ''renaming'' royalties as research funds. The Court of Appeal felt that

there were atleast three critical findings that supported its decision. They were the ''whereas''

clause in the patent license agreements which mentioned sponsored research, the 0.56% royalty

rate in the patent license agreements when accepted in lieu of the 3.89% royalty rate (that was

never agreed upon), and the 6% royalty rate trigger (that was never attained).

In sum, the Court ofAppeal believed that "under these circumstances, the jury could reasonably

determine that the 'research fees' were, in fact, compensation for the use ofthelicensed

technology and, therefore,wereroyalties which UC was required to share equally with the

inventors." Obviously, the implication was that UC had granted an artificially low (shared)

royalty rate to Pfizer, Diasonics, and Toshiba as a quid pro quo to their providing significant

(non-shared) research funds.

Appeal to the California State Supreme Court - Following the reversal by the California State

Court ofAppeal, anappeal,wasfiled by the defendants in the California StateSupreme Court .

that asked fora review of the Court ofAppeal's decision; In addition,amicus letters were sent

from the American Council on Education, the Council on Governmental Relations, MIT, the

University of Southern California, the University ofWashington, and a number of corporations

who sponsor research at Universities, including Toshiba, one of the licensees in this case. All

amicus letters supported review. However, on March 18, 1998, the California State Supreme

Court decided not to hear the appeal, effectively making Singer et al. v. The Regents ofthe

University of California System legal precedent in the State ofCalifornia.19

Impact ofSinger on UTTActivities - It still remains premature to speculate on the impact that

Singer might have on University technology transfer activities in states other than California.

However, many UTT professionals are still concerned that being subjected to inconsistent
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c liabilities or, at the very least increased potential liabilities, will jeopardize the financial integrity

of their Universities, and that there will be a corresponding reduction in corporate-sponsored

research. It is also likely that Universities will continue to review and perhaps revise their patent

andlor employment agreements and policies to address any future Singer situations.

Furthermore, open communication between a University's TTO and other campus offices may

be shown to have been negatively affected.. Finally, many more University TTO's may consider

becoming an independent entity like WARF, i.e., a.50l(c)(3) non-profit corporation, in an effort

to completely separate the patenting and licensing function from the sponsored research·function.

B. NllI Guidelines for the Licensing ofBiomedical Research Tools (or Cell Lines
and TlGRs and Bayh-Dole, Dh My!)

Background - Concerns among scientists regarding the ever decreasing access to critical research

t66ls prompted the NllI to establish a "Working Group on Research Tools." The "specific

'charge" oftheNllI WorkingGroup was to device solutions to the problem of access to research

to6ls on the part of the NllI-funded scientists.2o However, the recommendations oftheNllI

Working Group, which was chaired by University ofMichigan law professor Rebecca Eisenberg,

went far beyond this limited scope - the NllI Working Group recommended that NllI use it

formidable economic clout to significantly limit the enforcement of intellectual property rights

on research tools as a means for private financial gain. The NllI Working Group

recommendations were molded into a manifesto entitled "NllI Proposed Guidelines for

Recipients ofNllI Research Grants and Contracts on Obtaining and Disseminating Biomedical

Research Resources" (the "Guidelines,,).21

Cause and Effect - The Guidelines are based on the premise that licensing restrictions on

inventions used as biomedical research tools generally are not an "appropriate" means for
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implementing the Bayh-Dole ActPNamely, that "restrictive" licensing ofresearch tools is

particularly "inappropriate" where "employed primarily for fmancial gain.',23 This far reaching

principle would apply to all research tools developed withNllI funding.24 The NllI would

seriously curtail the terms on which grant recipients may transfer research tools to commercial

partners. Exclusive licenses covering the use ofa tool in scientific research would be prohibited.

NIH granteeswould be obligated to ensure that the tools are widely available to scientists at little

or no cost. The NIH would expect its grantees to abide by the Guidelines in theix.own

transactions, and to contractually require their corporate partners to do so as weI!;,;;

Where research tools are not patented, licenses would be required to substantially confonn to the

Unifonn Biological Materials Transfer Agreement (UBMTA), which provides for the transfer of

technology at no cost or, at most, for a fee limited to reimbursement of the provider's

"preparation and distribution costS.,,25

As to patented materials,licenses.granting rights to results achieved by the use ofthelicensed

researchtool would be expressly prohibited. The scope ofprohibited licensing tenns applicable

to such results includes rights of first refusal, options to purchase or license, and automatic grants

of exclusive or non-exclusive licenses. Additionally, the NllI would prohibit licenses that "reach

through" to base royalties or other renumeration to the licensor on product sales or other reslllts

derived from using the licensed tool.

Major pharmaceutical companies and other commercial users ofbiomedical research tools would

benefit most from the Guidelines, which would apply to licenses to commercial finns as well as

non-profit and academic scientists.26 The imposition ofprofit-maximizing license fees, royalties,

or commercial options on transfers ofNIH-funded research tools to finns would be contrary to

the Guidelines. Hence, the Guidelines extend far beyond merely ensuring that NIH-funded
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scientists have access to research tools previouslyinvented with NIH funds" the NIH is arguably

trying to use its influence to address the issue ofwhether patents on researchtools should be

enforced. This broader policy objective distorts the NIH's core mission ofproviding public

support for biomedical research.

Impact on Private Investment - If there were no money to be made in licensing NIH-funded

research tools, then why would any third party invest in their development and commercial

exploitation? According to the Guidelines, commercial development is simply not required.. The

Guidelines state that "utilization, commercialization and public availability oftechnologiesthat

are useful primarilyas research tools rarely require patentprotection.,,27 The NIH's rationale

being that "further research, development and private investment are not needed to realize their

usefulness as research tools.,,28 There are innumerable instances where such a claim would not

be supportable. DNA chip technology and automated gene sequencers such as those used by Dr.

Grmg VentneratTheInstituteforGenomic Research (TIGR) are but two that come to mind.

Ultra Vires - As discussed more fully above, the Bayh-Dole Act was based on a Congressional

determination that private ownership, motivated by the prospect of financial gain, ultimately

would lead to more efficient commercialization and distribution of federally funded

technological innovations. In contravention of this ideal, the NIH concludes that the pursuit of

private gainis not appropriate for research tool inventions. The NIH's authority to partially

reverse the Bayh-Dole Act for a specific class of federally funded inventions is highly

questionable and, it is submitted, only Congress has the ability legislate such an outcome.

The Guidelines also run counter to Congressional restrictions on the ability of funding .agencies

(such as the NIH) to exercise "march-in-rights" over federally funded inventions thathave

passed into private ownership.29. Under the Bayh-Dole Act, that power maybe exercised only
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after an agency has made certain case-specific findings. 30 Further, such [mdings cannot be made

in regulations or guidelines that apply to broad categories of inventions. Clearly, Congress

wanted to ensure that federal agencies did not exercise control over the licensing of federally

funded inventions to which title has been elected under the Bayh-DoleAct by any means other

than the exercise ofwarranted march-in-rights. The Guidelines appear to violate this legislative

intent.

Conclusions - As was and is the case with Singer, the ongoing or future impact of the Guidelines

on UTTlicensing practices remains uncertain. However, it is clear that the Guidelines may

prevent universities from garnering significant revenue from patented research tools; however, it

might also have an effect opposite to that intended - knowing that price restricti9ns might be

placed on their non-academic sales, companies might become even less willing to provide

patented research materials to academic scientists. Such an outcome would be detrimental to

academic biomedical research.' In any event, continued scrutiny.ofthe impact of the NllI

Guidelines would certainly be warranted.

C. The Florida Prepaid Case and UTT

On June 23, 1999, theUS.Supreme Court ruled in Florida Prepaid Postsecondary Educational

Expense Board v.College Savings Bank3l ("Florida Prepaid") that the Patent Remedy Act

violated the Eleventh and Fourteenth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution.. This important

ruling requires reconsideration of theviability of intangible property actions against state actors

in federal court.

A BriefHistory ofEleventh Amendmentlmmunity - The Eleventh Amendment generally provides

that state governments cannot be sued in federal court by the citizens of another state. In

Seminole Tribe ofFlorida v. Florida32
, the Court made it clear that Congress.could not
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circumvent the Eleventh Amendment restriction on the Article III power of federal courts by

relying solely on Congress' Article I power. However, the Fourteenth Amendment empowers

Congress to deter or remedy Constitutional violations. Accordingly, Congress can authorize

actions against state govenunents in federal courts as an exercise of its remedial powers under

SectionS of the Fourteenth Amendment.

In City ofBoerne v. Flores33,the Court set forth a two-part test for determining the validity

under the Fourteenth Amendment oflegislation authorizing actions against state governments.

First, the legislation must be congruent with the ends sought - the remedy or prevention of a

perceived Constitutional violation. Second, legislation must be proportional to a remedial or

preventative purpose; otherwise it is an attempt at a substantive change in the Constitutional

protections. Only by meeting both ofthese measures, congruence and proportionality, can a

congressional act be remedial in nature and a proper exercise of congressional authority.

The Florida Prepaid Decision "Because the Patent Clause is an Article I power, that clause is an

inadequate basis for creating jurisdiction offederal courts for infringement by.state actors. Thus,

the validity ofthe Patent Remedy Act, which subjects states to federal court jurisdiction for

patent infringement, turns on whether it is a proper exercise under Section 5 of the Fourteenth

Amendment. The Supreme Court addressed this precise question in Florida Prepaid.

The Court analyzed the Patent Remedy Act under the standards set forth in City ofBoerne. It

found neither congruence nor proportionality in the congressional record supporting the Patent

Remedy Act.

Congressional findings in the passage of the Patent Remedy Act included little if any evidence

that patent infringement by state actors was a common or intentional activity. In determining the

remedial nature of the Patent Remedy Act, the Court judged "with reference to the historical
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experience." The Court noted that even the FederaLCircuit, in upholding the Patent Remedy

Act, only cited eight patent infringement actions against state actors in a 1DO-year period - an

inadequate basis for the sweeping legislation of the Patent Remedy Act.

Moreover, Congress made no findings concerning a lack of state law remedies. That state actors

infringed was in and ofitself inadequate; a taking without due process of law is the critical issue.

In other words, patent infringement alone does not violate the Constitution - only violation

without any or adequate state law remedies could result in a deprivation ofprop<:rty}Vithout due

process. Significantly, Congress also neglected to consider the: element of intention.. Negligent

injury to property does not support a "deprivation" as understood from the Due Process Clause.34

Thus, the lack ofhistorical violation ofpatent rights and the overbroad scope of congressional

coverage under the Patent Remedy Act made it clear that the Act could not stand as a valid

exercise of the Fourteenth Amendment's Section 5 power.

Implications ofFlorida Prepaid - The Court's reasoning with respect to the Patent RemedyAct.

appears likely to apply with equal force to Section 511 of the Copyright Act, which permits

infringement actions against the states. However, Florida Prepaid likely does notmean that state

governments can infringe patents, copyrights, and trademarks with impunity.

Alternative Potential Forms ofRelief- Despite the elimination ofpatent infringement actions

against state actors under Florida Prepaid, several other avenues for reliefstill appear to exist for

patent holders. These avenues include proceeding under a state law cause ofaction or seeking

prospective injunctive relief in federal court under the doctrine ofEx parte Youn!fs. While both

courses of action appear available, each has limitations and potential difficulties.

State Law Cause ofAction - In Florida Prepaid, the Court suggested patentees might advance a

takings or conversion claimin state court. This, of course, depends upon the availability of such
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actions under state law; While patents are property, it is not clear that takings or conversion

actions would provide relief.

The Fifth Amendment Takings Clause applies to the states. Infringement of a patent by a state

actor, however, might notrise to a level cognizable under currenttakings law.to support

compensation. Even if such an infringement is deemed a taking, state actors are only held to

payment of"just compensation." •The patent law remedies of enhanced damages and attorneys'

fees would likely not apply..By way of example, infringement in the federal government context

equates to an ,eminent domain action..

State laws vary in the law of conversion, and in many instances conversion or trespass to chattels

is not recognized under common law for intangible property.36 Frequently, for such actions to

;'lie, the intangible rights must be incorporated into some tangible form. The Restatement

-(Second) ofTorts §242 specifically addresses conversion of intangible rights. This section,

"'however, limits its coverage to the kind ofrights that are represented by and merged into a··

:'ldocument, such as a debenture or mortgage note.3? Moreover, many states have common law

holding that federal law preempts actions based on patents or copyrights. Such decisions would

require rethinking in light ofFlorida Prepaid in the case of state actors.

One open question of significance in any state court action relating to a patent would be the

propriety ofpatent claim construction and arguments for noninfringement and invalidity.

Ex parte Young - The doctrine of Ex parte Young remains viable after Seminole Tribe but must

be applied on a case-by-case basis. Under this doctrine, state officials can be enjoined from

actions that violate the federal constitution. The Ex parte Young Court reaffirmed thedoctrine

''that a suit against individuals, for the purpose ofpreventingthem, as officersofthe state, from

enforcing an unconstitutional enactment, to the injury of the rights of the plaintiff, is not a suit
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against the state within the meaning of [the Eleventh] Amendment." However, this exception

does not extend to fmancialliability for past violations. The important distinction is "between

prospective relief on one hand and retrospective relief on the other.,,38 Thus, a patentee would

bring an action for prospective injunctive relief against the state officialresponsible for

infringement. This, of course, would not allow for any money damages.

Waiving Immunity - Justice Scalia stated in College Savings39 thata state could waive immunity

by consenting to suit. Consent must be explicit, as College Savings expressly overruled the

theory ofconstructive waiver from Parden4o, which was already weakenw by subsequent

decisions.

Actors within the Scope ofImmunity - Not all govermnental and public bodies are within the

scope ofEleventh Amendment immunity, as this immunity is limited to states and state

instrumentalities. Political subdivisions of states, such as counties, municipalities, school boards,

and other types ofmunicipalboards, do not receive the benefit of immunity. Thus,while Florida

Prepaid may affect the liability of state universities for patent and copyright infringement, it

should not affect the liability ofprimary schools and public libraries. Moreover, the Eleventh

Amendment provides no immunity from an action against a state actor in the courts of another

state if an adequate basis for personal jurisdiction exists under International Shoe41 and its

progeny.

Conclusion -In Florida Prepaid the Court invalidated the Patent Remedy Act, making state

actors immune from patent infringement actions in federal court. While the Court dig not

directly address the Copyright RemedyAct, the same standards will likely apply, and that act

may well also be invalidated. Rightsholders still have recourse under state law, but this
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alternative reliefprobably is limited. For example, under Ex parte Young. the state official can

be sued only for injunctive reliefin his individual capacity.

Impact ofFlorida Prepaid on UTT - According to reports by the ABA Section of Intellectual

Property Law42
, Congress has been working behind the scenes and with the private sector to

fashion mechanisms for reestablishing remedies for victims of State intellectual property

infringement in view ofFlorida Prepaid. It appears that these efforts may move to center stage

as this edition of the Licensing Update goes to press. Senate Judiciary Chairman Patrick Leahy

(D-Vermont) is reported to be planning an early September 2001 hearing on a bill to be

introduced immediately upon return from the August 2001 Congressional recess. The bill, which

was still being drafted at that time, was to utilize a number of legal mechanisms to provide

remedies for State infringement. These include yet another attempt at congressional abrogation

of State sovereign immunity, suits against State officials under Ex parte Young (see disc~ssion

infra),'l!nd.limitations on remedies available to a State when its own intellectualproperty is

infrlngedifthat State continues to invoke sovereign immunity when sued as an intellectual

property infringer. It is interesting to note that more than a decade ago at the recommendation of

the ABA Section of Intellectual Property Law, the ABA House ofDelegates approved a policy

opposing State exemption from liability for damages and equitable relief in actions for

infringement of federal patent, copyright, or trademark laws. Based on that deca;de-old policy,

the ABA Section of Intellectual Property Law was again calling for the legislation being

developed by Senator Leahy to include denial ofboth money damages and injunctive relief to

States that had not waived sovereign immunity.

In view ofthese developments as a response to Florida Prepaid, it is unclear how such legislation

( would impact UTT at this early juncture.
\"
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X. Summary

The growth of technology transfer has taken place over the last thirty years in an environment

that slowly progressed from hostile to favorable. Thatprogression was given major impetus by

the passage of the Bayh-Dole Act in 1980. During this period, there has been a dramatic change

in the attitude ofthe U.S. Justice Department and the interpretation of the antitrust laws where

patents and anti-trust are no longer viewed as antithetical. There has been a move toward a

favorable statutory basis under which there is much greater freedom to operate,.There has been

an active effort by various administrations to obtain equitable treatment for U.Stcitizens in

foreign venues, both in trade and intellectual property pursuits. Numerous and far-reaching

changes in the patent laws of those foreign venues have provided greater opportunities for

technology transfer to these venues, while extensive changes in the U.S. patent laws and

practices have further expanded the opportunities to engage in technology transfer. A

knowledgeable Court ofAppeals for the Federal Citcuit has slain many of the mythical dragons

attached to intellectual property law to provide uniformity ofinterpretation of those laws and

before which patentees can expect equitable treatment. UTT has obtained the attention of

Congress and, particularly, the attention in that body to the university sector's perspective on

intellectual property law issues. The introduction and passage of legislation favorable to the

universities and their technology transfer efforts has taken place. UTT has seen developed, not

only in the university sector, but also in university-industry relationships and in the university

industry-government relationship, a greater awareness of technology transfer and a growing

recognition of the possibilities that can be made available through creative technology transfer

efforts and a much greatersophistication in handling those possibilities. Today, UTT licensing

professionals operate in a climate that recognizes the value of intellectualproperty and the
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technology transfer function. Many in the UTT licensing field would like to think that. much of

this has come about because the universities, as a source of fundamental discoveries and

inventions, have been the source of enlightenment fora recognition ofthe value ofinnovation.

The emphasis at the dawn ofthe New Millennium, especially in our nation's capital, is "global

competitiveness." That the university sector has made a tangible contribution to the

competitiveness of the United States in a global market through the technology transfer function

caunot be denied. The seminal piece of legislation that made that contribution Possible was the

Bayh-Dole Act. Without doubt, the objectives43 of the Act has been realized. T~ough operation

under that Act:

:'tJ:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Small business, which is frequently the test bed for embryonic university technologies,

has benefited to a very large extent;

;

the·government is comforted in knowing that taxpayer dollars, which support the bulk of

.,bas.ic research in the university sector, have lead to the development ofprod\lcts and the

'useofprocesses that have advanced the quality oflife for its citizens.

industry can rely on a source of technology, data and information and a pipeline of

manpower which fulfills its needs and feeds the production processes;

fu sum, all sections of society enjoy both the protection and benefits afforded under the Bayh-

Dole Act and its progeny;

fu recent years, there has been an increasing incidence of efforts to restrict or curtail the

technology transfer capabilities of the University sector under the Bayh-Dole Act through

government agency actions, agency programs and legislative activities and through agency-

industry consortiums. For example, NIH Guidelines regarding the licensing of

patentable/patented biomedical research tools would disenfranchise the universities, as well as
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other non-manufacturing entities utilizing the patent system, from exercising the constitutional

based right vested in the patentee to exclude others from practicing the invention patented.

All licensing professionals understand thatno matter how much money is spend on research and

development the findings are not going to benefit the public unless there are .suitable incentives

to invest in commercialization. And because no one knows which venture will succeed, one

must strive for a society and an enviromnent ruled by the faith that the guarantee ofreasonable

profits from risk-taking will call forth the endless stream of inventions, enterprise and art

necessary to resolve society's problems.

We have already passed through an era where science was being made subservient.to politics. In

today's technologically intense atmosphere, where the maximum protection for intellectual

property is more than ever necessary to provide protection for the heavy investment necessary to

technology development, the entire licensing profession must remain alert.

Even in the current favorable climate for university technology transfer as the heritage of the

Bayh-Dole Act, views on the issues in the control of intellectual property, whether by

govemment or special interests, can lend themselves toernotional molding. Outspoken claims to

the guardianship ofthe public interest or welfare are a richfield for cultivating political power.

In the struggle to obtain the passage of the Bayh-Dole Act as well as on other pieces ofproposed

legislation that impacted the university sector, the universities, collectively, spoke with a loud

and single voice. Universities will likely continue to do so in all circumstances that threaten .the

rights and opportunities that they have earned over many years by dint ofperseverance, patience

and hard work. In sum, technologies licensed from academia have been instrumental in

spawning entire new industries, improving the productivity and competitiveness of companies,
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( and creating new companies and jobs. Hence, by all measures, UTI will be an important part of

technology-driven economic prosperity well into the next century and perhaps beyond.
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MARK BLOOM'S FAVORITEINTELLECTUAL PROPERTY WEB SITES

(" General Intellectual Property Web Sites (Great Starting Points!)
'"

Franklin Pierce Law Center's lP Mall: http://www.ipmall.fplc.edu

JeffKuester's Technology Law Resource Page: http://www.kuesterlaw.com

Law Journal Extra's lP Center: http://www.ipcenter.com

The U.S. House ofRepresentatives' Internet Law Library: http://www.lawguru.com/ilawlib/index.htrnl

Copyright Web Sites

The U.S. Copyright Office: http://lcweb.loc.gov/copyright/

The Copyright Web Site: http://www.benedict.com

University of Texas at Austin's Office of General Counsel's Crash Course on Copyright:
http://www.utsystem.edu/OGC/IntellectuaIProperty/cprindx.htrn

Institute for Learning Technologies' Guide to Copyright:
http://www.ilt.columbia.edu/projects/copyright/index.htrnl

American Communication Association's Copyright and lP Rights Resources Page:
http://www.uark.edu/depts/comminfo/www/copyright.htrnl

Association ofResearch Libraries' Copyright & lP Resources Page:
http://arl.cni.org/scomm/copyright/copyright.htrnl

Stanford's Copyright & Fair Use Home Page: http://fairuse.stanford.edu

A Visit to Copyright Bay: http://www.mnjc.cc.mn.us/copyrightbay/default.htrnl

Law Girl: http://www.lawgirl.com

The Electronic Frontier Foundation Home Page: http://www.eff.org/

Copyright Management Center ofIndiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis:
http://www.iupui.edu/it/copyinfo/home.html



Multimedia Law aud Iuformatiou Web Sites'

International Entertainment, Multimedia and IP Network: http://www.medialawyer.com

Multimedia Authoring Web: http://www.mcli.dist.maricopa.edu/authoring/

WWW Multimedia Law: http://www.batnet.com/oikoumene/index.html

An IP Law Primer for Multimedia & Web Developers: http://www.eff.org/pub/CAF/law/ip-primer

Software Publishers Association (SPA): http://www.spaorg

Copyright Clearauce Information Web Sites

Copyright Clearance Center Online (CCe): http://www.copyright.com

American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP): http://ascap.com

Broadcast Music, Inc. (EM!): http://rep.edge.net/index.html

The Harry Fox Agency, Inc. (HFA): http://www.nmpa.orglhfa.html

Patent Law Web Sites

The U.S. Patent & Trademark Office (USPTO): http://www.uspto.gov

The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO): http://www.wipo.org/eng/index.htm

The Software Patent Institute (SP!): http://www.spi.org/

Directory of World Patent Offices: http://www.ip.lawnt.com/iplinks.html

Patent Search Sites

USPTO's Patent Search Site: http://patents.uspto.gov/access/search-bool.html

PCT and EPO Search Site: http://ep.espacenet.com

Community ofScience's U.S. Patent Search Site: http://patents.cos.com/cgi-biu/search.main

Special Internet Launch Pad

1700+ Online Publishers: http://www.hku.hk/Internet/I700Pub.html


